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There is now no nuclear reactor in western Japan that is generating electricity. The two reactors that 
are still in operation in Japan, both located in eastern parts of the nation, are scheduled to be shut 
down soon for regular maintenance.

If the current situation remains unchanged, Japan's power supply system will be left without a 
single reactor operating in May.

But there has been no power shortage, with the supply-demand situation kept stable. As 
demand for heating declines, there will be even more surplus power capacity.

During the nearly one year from the March 11 disaster last year, the public stance toward power 
conservation has changed markedly, from a passive, "have-to" attitude to a willingness to rise to the 
challenge. Such a positive attitude toward power-saving efforts is spreading among both businesses 
and households across the nation. The past year has proved that saving electricity is the largest 
power source.

To be sure, the power supply system is strained to meet demand, with old, once-mothballed thermal 
power plants being operated to compensate for the loss of nuclear power generation capacity. It is 
also undeniable that concerns about a power crunch are restricting economic activities.

Still, the efforts to reduce power consumption are not stalling the economy or causing serious 
confusion in people's lives.

Rather, it is looking increasingly realistic to pursue a strategy designed to lay the foundation 
for renewed economic growth by reforming economic and social systems through power 
saving.

This brings us to the question of whether Japan really needed to build as many as 54 nuclear 
reactors in the first place.

Increasing feasibility of a nuclear-free society 

In our editorial published in July last year, we laid out a vision of a society without nuclear power 
generation. In that editorial, we said it would probably be possible for Japan to phase out nuclear 
power generation in 20 to 30 years.

However, given the fact that peak demand in August last year was fulfilled with only 12 to 16 
reactors online, it now seems that vision could be realized far earlier.

Such new facts and assumptions about power supply and demand should lead to a fundamental 
change in the thinking behind the government's nuclear power policy. That is, a shift from the idea 
of operating reactors because they are safe to the principle of operating only the number of reactors 
really needed.
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The focus of attention is now on the issue of restarting the No. 3 and No. 4 reactors of the Oi 
nuclear plant in Fukui Prefecture, operated by Kansai Electric Power Co. The two reactors have 
been idled since they were shut down for regular safety checks.

The Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency (NISA) has examined "primary assessments" of the 
stress tests on the two reactors submitted by the utility and declared the reports to be "appropriate."

But the stress tests required by the government as a condition for putting idled reactors back online 
only cover important equipment and facilities and don't assess the safety of an entire nuclear power 
plant. These safety tests consider the risks of major earthquakes and tsunami but don't factor in the 
risks of other possible accidents like fires.

The NISA's judgment that the assessments were "appropriate" doesn't guarantee the safety of the 
facilities but only indicates that the calculations involved had been correct.

In making decisions on whether to restart a reactor, the top priority should be on ensuring that the 
safety standards and disaster-prevention measures will be enhanced through efforts based on the 
lessons learned from the Fukushima nuclear accident. It is also vital to establish a better crisis 
management system to make sure that when an unexpected situation occurs effective second-best 
measures will be taken to limit the damage.

This process, however, will take time. It will not be finished by the summer peak demand season. If 
it is certain that there will be a power shortage this summer, some reactors will have to be 
reactivated according to provisional safety standards.

But that should be allowed only when reliable demand and supply estimates that take account of 
possible power supplies from other utilities and the effects of power-saving efforts have been 
presented.

Utilities' desire to crawl back to status quo 

The power utilities’ campaign to warn the public about a power shortage following the accident at 
the Fukushima No. 1 nuclear power plant has apparently been divorced from reality.

The companies responsible for power supply should, of course, guard against unpredictable 
troubles.

But many Japanese suspect that the power industry, for the sake of its own interests, is only trying 
to restart one reactor after another, starting with the reactors at the Oi plant.

The utilities' argument for bringing idled reactors back online will cut little ice with the wary public 
as long as they have such suspicions.

To win public support for resuming the operations of reactors, the government must at least declare 
that only the minimum necessary number of reactors will be restarted even if it becomes clear that 
nuclear power generation is indispensable for meeting power demand in this summer.

How many reactors will be restarted by summer? Or will there be none online? What kind of effects 
would such a situation have on the nation's economy and society? How will electricity rates change 
in the coming months?



Projections about these factors should be incorporated into the medium- and long-term road maps 
toward a nuclear-free future.

What is important is the viewpoint of which reactors should be shut down, not the question of how 
to restart halted reactors.

The first thing to do is to swiftly establish new nuclear safety standards and a framework of 
measures to deal with crises and prevent disasters.

Then, it is necessary to classify the existing reactors according to their safety risks and decide which 
of them should be scrapped.

In taking these steps, it is crucial to give sufficient consideration to the costs of disaster prevention 
and evacuation measures, which have been disregarded for far too long.

There are some decisions that can be made immediately. They are the decisions to decommission 
aged reactors. There are 19 reactors in Japan that have been in service for 30 or more years, 
including those at the Fukushima No. 1 plant. And three of them are over 40 years old.

There is a strong case for shutting down such aged reactors before conducting detailed safety 
inspections. This is an approach based on the so-called precautionary principle, which is given 
much importance in Europe and some other parts of the world.

Facing up to the nuclear dangers 

In its interim report, the government's investigative committee that has looked into the Fukushima 
meltdown called for "a paradigm shift" in the policy efforts to prevent and deal with disasters.

That would require confronting the reality that nuclear power generation is inherently dangerous.

Until now, electric power companies, politicians and experts have all been overlooking this reality.

This attitude created the myth that nuclear power generation is safe. As a result, there had been no 
constructive debate between the pro-nuclear and the anti-nuclear camps when the Fukushima 
disaster took place.

To build national consensus on bringing the nation toward a future without atomic energy, it is 
necessary to start a fresh policy debate by taking a hard look at the undeniable reality that 
nuclear power generation is dangerous.
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